Below is a list of free Apps to encourage coding, learning,
and creating through play. Enjoy!
Scratch- Free!
Designed by MIT students and staff in 2003, Scratch is one of the first programming languages we've
seen that is created specifically for 8-to-16-year-olds. Originally a multi-platform download, Scratch is
now web-based and more accessible. Students use a visual programming language made up of bricks
that they drag to the workspace to animate sprites. Various types of bricks trigger loops, create
variables, initiate interactivity, play sounds, and more. Teaching guides, communities and other
resources available on the website will help instructors get started. You don't have to be a programming
expert to introduce Scratch -- we learned right along with the students!
Tynker- Free! (with Premium upgrade option)
Although Tynker is relatively new, we definitely count it as one of our favorite coding apps. The
interface looks similar to Scratch. But while Scratch was designed to program, Tynker was built to
teach programming. The app features starter lesson plans, classroom management tools, and an online
showcase of student-created programs. Lessons are self-paced and simple for students to follow
without assistance.
Hopscotch- Free!
Hopscotch looks a lot like Scratch and Tynker and uses similar controls to drag blocks into a
workspace, but it only runs on the iPad. The controls and characters are not as extensive as Scratch and
Tynker, but Hopscotch is a great tool to begin helping students without coding experience learn the
basics of programming, logical thinking and problem solving.
Daisy the Dinosaur- Free!
From the makers of Hopscotch, Daisy targets the youngest coders. The interface is similar to
Hopscotch but much simpler. There is only a dinosaur to move and only basic functions to use, but for
your younger students, this is an excellent introduction to programming.
Cargo-Bot- Free!
Cargo-Bot is another game that teaches coding skills. On each level, the objective is to move colored
crates from one place to another by programming a claw crane to move left or right, and drop or pick
up. The game was actually programmed on an iPad, using a touch-based coding app called Codea,
which is based on the programming language Lua. Elementary students will learn the logical thinking
required to eventually do "real" text-based programming using Lua -- but Lua is not for young learners.
For elementary students, stick with Cargo-Bot.
Bookabi – free
The beauty of Bookabi is that everything children need to tell their stories are already there – no
drawing skills needed. Bookabi has a collection of 2D and 3D characters, fanciful backgrounds and
fun stickers and objects that you can place, resize and rotate with the swipe of a finger. Children can
add speech bubbles, text, and even design the cover. You can also use your own photos as elements of
the story or backgrounds (wait 'til you see how your living room looks with a spaceship in it!). Using
bookabi’s fun and colourful characters, backgrounds and stickers, it’s easy for kids of almost any age
to bring the worlds and fantasies from their imaginations to life.

BrainPOP Jr. Movie of the Week – free
Ideal for kids in Kindergarten through grade 3, the BrainPOP Jr. Movie of the Week app spans subjects
within Science, Social Studies, Reading, Writing, Math, Health, Arts and Technology. The gentle,
humorous, and relatable characters Annie and Moby serve as guides through each topic, empowering
kids to form their own ideas. BrainPOP Jr. content is designed to cultivate critical thinking skills and
encourage children to ask questions and make connections. The app is easily navigable by kids ages 59.
Doodle Buddy - Paint, Draw, Scribble, Sketch - free with ads
Doodle Buddy Gold is the most fun you can have with your finger! Finger paint with your favorite
colors and drop in playful stamps. Connect with a friend to draw together over the Internet.
iBooks – free
iBooks is an amazing way to download and read books. iBooks includes the iBooks Store, where you
can download the latest bestselling books or your favorite classics – day or night. Browse your library
on a beautiful bookshelf, tap a book to open it, flip through pages with a swipe or a tap, and bookmark
or add notes to your favorite passages.
Our Story for iPad – free
Reading, even in the digital age, is probably one of the most important skills that children acquire. It
can be an important source of pleasure which also develops vital language and social skills. It is
fundamental to most school activities; it can also open up new worlds and give access to the wealth of
human knowledge. This app that has been developed by child psychologists and other specialists at The
Open University enables young children to take part in fun games which can help develop interests and
skills that will be relevant to them when they start to read.
Rover - The Browser for Education - free; additional feature available with in-app purchase
Rover is an education app and the only education browser for your iPad designed for teachers and
students of all ages. Rover is targeted towards enhancing the K-12 education experience, bringing the
best online learning content to your iPad- including access to content ordinarily available on the Apple
tablet (e.g. Flash content). We have partnered with major education brands to make sure you have
access to leading educational content on the iPad. Rover can transform your classroom into a fun, easy
to use, and exciting learning lab!
SpellingCity – free
VocabularySpellingCity is a fun way to learn spelling and vocabulary words by playing engaging
learning games using any word list. The most popular activities are Spelling TestMe, HangMouse, and
our vocabulary games, available to Premium Members. The most popular word lists are Sound Alikes,
Compound Words, Hunger Games and SAT Words. The free app includes ten of our most popular
word lists and eight of our most popular learning games and activities. Spelling TestMe is a spelling
test that reads each word aloud, uses it in a sentence, and repeats the word. Students can work at their
own pace and receive instant feedback upon submitting the completed test.
Story Creator – free
With Story Creator you can easily create beautiful story books containing photos, videos, text, and
audio all in one gorgeous collection. Story Creator truly brings your best stories to life and easily

allows you to retell and share your most memorable moments. Story Creator offers a magical way to
enjoy your personal pictures, videos, and experiences with family and friends.
Sushi Monster – free
Meet Sushi Monster! Scholastic’s new game to practice, reinforce, and extend math fact fluency is
completely engaging and appropriately challenging. Strengthen reasoning strategies for whole number
addition and multiplication by helping monsters make a target sum or product. Earn points with each
correct answer… but watch out for distractions! To be successful, plan ahead and strategically select
numbers from the sushi counter.
Todo K-2 Math Practice – free
Todo K-2 Math Practice is a series of 6 fun and engaging multi-level games that offer children practice
and support in Pre-K through 2nd grade math fluency skills including: counting, writing numerals,
addition and subtraction. Developed by award-winning game designers and in collaboration with
teachers and math experts, Todo K-2 Math Practice offers meaningful play for students who struggle to
master early elementary math. Combining research-based instructional strategies with playful game
design helps children who struggle with math understand the meaning of mathematical operations
building a strong foundation for further mathematical learning.
Toontastic: Free - free; additional features available with in-app purchase
Lights, Camera, Play! Toontastic is a storytelling and creative learning tool that enables kids to draw,
animate, and share their own cartoons with friends and family around the world through simple and fun
imaginative play! With over 2 million cartoons created in over 150 countries, parents and teachers rave
about the app... and kids can't stop creating! Making cartoons with Toontastic is as easy as putting on a
puppet show - simply press the record button, move your characters onscreen, and tell your story.
Toontastic records your animation and voice as a cartoon video to share with friends and family on
ToonTube, the app's global storytelling network for kids.

